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Abstra t
This paper presents pipeline ve torization, a method
for synthesizing hardware pipelines in re on gurable
systems based on software ve torizing ompilers. The
method improves eÆ ien y and ease of development of
re on gurable designs, parti ularly for users with little
ele troni s design experien e. We propose several loop
transformations to ustomize pipelines to meet hardware resour e onstraints, while maximizing available
parallelism. For run-time re on gurable systems, we
apply hardware spe ialization to in rease ir uit utilization. Our approa h is espe ially e e tive for highly
repetitive omputations in DSP and multimedia appli ations. Case studies using FPGA-based platforms
are presented to demonstrate the bene ts of our approa h and to evaluate trade-o s between alternative
implementations. The loop tiling transformation, for
instan e, has been found to improve performan e by
30 to 40 times above a PC-based software implementation, depending on whether run-time re on guration
is used.
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Introdu tion

Many appli ation developers re ognize that the key
to e e tive use of re on gurable systems is to maximize their available parallelism. This task, whi h
has to be a hieved while meeting spe i hardware
resour e onstraints, is diÆ ult to perform by hand.
Ve torizing ompilers have proved su essful in dete ting and exploiting parallelism for onventional
pro essors with a xed ar hite ture. A ve tor exe ution unit adapted for DSP and multimedia pro essing
has also been identi ed as an important omponent
of novel omputer ar hite tures, su h as the ve tor
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IRAM [1℄. This paper presents an approa h for automati ally produ ing optimized pipelined ir uits from
a high-level program, using te hniques derived from
software ve torizing ompilers. The ompile-time and
run-time re on gurability of FPGAs an also be eÆiently exploited.
Our approa h, whi h we all pipeline ve torization,
involves essentially the synthesis of pipelined oproessors whi h exe ute inner loops of programs. Data
dependen e analysis similar to software ve torization
is performed, whi h determines if a pipeline an be
generated for a loop. In ontrast to software ve torization, we do not expli itly generate ve tor instru tions.
Instead, all instru tions of the loop body are ve torized and hained by pipelining input data through the
entire data ow graph synthesized from the loop body.
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Overview and Related Work

This paper is organized as follows. Se tion 3
presents the pipeline ve torization design ow and its
ore omponents. Next, we devise several loop transformations whi h widen the appli ability of our te hnique by adjusting the amount of hardware used in
ve torized loops to the given FPGA resour es in Se tion 4. In Se tion 5, we explore methods to in rease
pipeline ir uit utilization by run-time ir uit spe ialization and run-time re on guration. Finally we provide ase studies evaluating these new optimizations
in Se tion 6, and on lude the paper in Se tion 7.
An earlier version of our approa h, whi h overs
some of the ideas in Se tion 3, has been reported [2℄.
Some restri tions in that work have been over ome in
our urrent approa h.
Several resear h proje ts address the synthesis of
pipelined ir uits from program loops. The losest to
our approa h is the NAPA C ompiler [3℄. However, it
targets spe i ally the NAPA1000 hip and onsiders
only innermost loops. No optimizing transformations
similar to ours are reported. The RaPiD-B ompiler
[4℄, too, is ar hite ture spe i for the RaPiD hip and

requires manual parallelisation and partitioning. Our
te hniques an be used as a frontend for RaPiD-B.
Loop parallelization based on the ALPHA system [5℄
is restri ted to linear systoli arrays, whereas our te hniques an ve torize more general programs.
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Pipeline Ve torization

Figure 1 shows the pipeline ve torization design
ow. We rst present the ore omponents on the dire t path III from an input program to an exe utable
appli ation. Later se tions will over the optimizing
transformations (paths I and II in Figure 1).
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Figure 2: Example program.

Loop Normalization For ve torization, we normalize the andidate loops by the following transfor-

Dependen e Analysis The next pro essing step

Dataflow Graphs
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Library Instantiation
and Integration
instances

(Differential netlist generation)
Host Object Code

unsigned short x[N℄;
...
unsigned short rand = 0x1; /* 16-bit */
for(i=0; i<=N-2; i++) { /* CANDIDATE */
if (rand >> 15) /* bit 15 is set */
rand = (rand << 1) ^ 0x7549;
else
rand = rand << 1;
x[i℄ = x[i+1℄ + x[i+2℄ + rand; }

mations [6℄. First, we remove all additional indu tion
variables and normalize the loop's lower bound to zero
and its step to one. Next, the index expressions are
redu ed to linear expressions of the indu tion variable
if possible. Note that the andidate loop in Figure 2
is already normalized.

Pipelining and Area Estimation
Program

Candidate Loop
Transformations
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library

a smaller speedup potential and require more ompliated ontrol ir uitry, and are better handled in software. However, our pro edure will initially onsider all
loops sin e the loop transformations presented in Se tion 4 rearrange loop nests. We on entrate on FORloops for ve torization, sin e eÆ ient pipelined opro essors annot be synthesized for general WHILEloops. FOR-loops have predetermined loop ounts and
an thus be handled by eÆ ient ontrol ir uitry.
There are some additional restri tions for the andidate loops: they must not ontain re ursive fun tion
alls, external operating system or library alls.1
The andidate loop of the example program in Figure 2 will be used to synthesize a pipeline ir uit.

Partial Configurations

Figure 1: Pipeline ve torization.

Hardware Candidate Sele tion Regular, itera-

tive omputations whi h perform identi al operations
on a large set of data are likely to bene t from hardware a eleration. Hen e loops are natural andidates for hardware opro essors. We only generate
pipelines for innermost loops, sin e outer loops have

analyzes andidate loops for dependen es. In a loop
nest, we determine for ea h loop hierar hy the dependen es arried by ea h loop: dependen es between
statements in di erent iterations of this loop. Only
these loop- arried dependen es a e t the loop level
parallelism. However, sin e the pipeline exe ution
overlaps the loop iterations but maintains their order, memory writes are never out of order. Hen e we
only have to onsider true dependen es, but not antior output-dependen es.2 Therefore pipeline ve toriza-

1 Non-re ursive fun tion alls an be inlined. Therefore we
assume | without loss of generality | that no fun tion alls
exist in the andidates.
2 True or ow dependen e o urs when a variable is assigned
or de ned in one statement and used in a subsequently exe uted
statement. Anti-dependen e o urs when a variable is used in
one statement and reassigned in a subsequently exe uted state-

tion applies to more loops than software ve torization.
We utilize standard dependen e analysis methods [6℄
to dete t these dependen es. As in software ve torization [6℄, only array index expressions linear in the
indu tion variable an be analyzed. Other ases, espeially indire t array a esses, are assumed dependent.
Next, we he k if the dete ted true loop- arried dependen es o ur in all loop iterations with the same
dependen e distan e. We all these dependen es regular. All dependen es stemming from s alar variables
and from array a esses with the same stride are regular. They an be implemented by feedba k paths in
the ir uit. In ontrast to software ve torization, regular dependen es do not prevent pipeline synthesis, although they redu e parallelism be ause the feedba k
paths restri t the speedup a hieved by pipelining in a
later pro essing stage.
Irregular dependen es an be handled, provided
that the original order of read and write a esses of
the arrays involved are maintained. However, this requires many sequential memory a esses and is only
feasible with very fast memories, su h as on- hip memories. Sin e this extension requires synthesis of an additional ontroller for states within a pipeline y le, it
is not supported by our urrent prototype.
In Figure 2, there is a dependen e stemming from
the s alar variable rand. In every iteration, its value
from the previous iteration is read. Sin e this dependen e is regular, it an be realized by a sequential
feedba k path, resulting in a linear feedba k shift register generating random numbers (see Figure 3). Additionally, there are two more loop- arried dependen es
stemming from the assignment to array x. Sin e they
are anti-dependen es (only an out-of-order exe ution
of the assignments would lead to real dependen es),
we an disregard them. Consequently, the loop in Figure 2 an be pipeline ve torized though it ould not
be exe uted on a parallel or ve tor omputer.

Data ow Graph Generation For those andidate

loops whi h pass the dependen e test, pipeline ir uits
are synthesized. We employ a simple storage allo ation s heme: s alar variables are held in FPGA registers, and arrays are stored on o - hip memory.3 Array
elements are fed to the pipeline as ontinuous data
streams through ve tor inputs, and output streams
are written ba k to lo al memory through ve tor outment. Output dependen e o urs when a variable is assigned in
one statement and reassigned in a subsequently exe uted statement [6℄.
3 On some FPGA families, small arrays of data an be stored
in very fast on- hip memory. However, this requires synthesis
of a ess logi for these arrays.

puts. In this way one loop iteration is exe uted every pipeline y le. Element addresses for linear array a esses an be pre omputed. However, for arbitrary a esses, address omputation logi must be
generated and syn hronized with the lo al memory.
Pointer a esses are indire t a esses to the entire host
memory spa e and ould be treated similarly. Sin e
most re on gurable systems do not have dire t a ess
to host memory, we do not handle pointers urrently.
When targeting tightly- oupled ar hite tures with dire t memory a ess, this restri tion is not ne essary.
Synthesis starts with generating an a y li ombinational data ow graph (DG) for the loop body by
using multiplexers to sele t the orre t values of onditionally assigned variables. We treat array a esses
and s alar variables uniformly. Index-shifted a esses
to the same array are then ombined and realized by
shift registers. Using these delayed values of the input stream avoids a essing the same value in memory more than on e and redu es the number of required ve tor inputs. This redu tion is ru ial sin e
all ve tor input streams must be read and all output
streams written on e for every loop iteration. Thus
the pipeline throughput dire tly depends on the number of ve tor inputs and outputs.
Figure 3 shows the DG for the example program
from Figure 2. There is a ve tor input and output for
x, and a s alar input and output for rand. Registers
are represented by delay elements D. Note that both
bran hes of the if-statement are implemented and the
orre t value for rand is sele ted by a multiplexer. The
ondition is evaluated by sele ting bit 15 of the input
register. The purpose of the multiplexer on the lefthand side will be explained next.
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Figure 3: Data ow graph for Figure 2.
If a loop has regular loop- arried dependen es, orresponding feedba k y les need to be inserted in its
DG. This is simple for dependen es stemming from
s alar variables: sin e one loop iteration is exe uted
every lo k y le, the input register of su h a variable
(whi h is read and written in the loop) must always
ontain the value omputed in the previous lo k y le.
To a hieve this, a multiplexer is added at the register's

input. It sele ts the input value during initialization
and the feedba k value during normal operation, depending on an external ontrol signal (s alar in in
Figure 3) whi h is provided by the environment.
Dependen es stemming from array a esses are
treated similarly. An output value, however, annot
be dire tly fed ba k into an input register if its dependen e distan e is greater than one. In this ase additional registers are inserted to a ount for the greater
delay. Figure 3 shows a feedba k path for the dependent variable rand and a multiplexer sele ting the
orre t input.

Pipelining and Area Estimation The DGs gen-

erated so far may not be very eÆ ient be ause the
ombinational delays of hained operators may a umulate to a long riti al path. The riti al path delay
an be redu ed by pipelining, thereby improving the
performan e. Although the laten y is also in reased,
it often has only a minimal e e t sin e the time for
lling and ushing the pipeline is normally negligible.
We use a standard retiming te hnique [7℄ to insert
the minimal number of FPGA ip ops ne essary to
a hieve the y le time determined by the given I/O
bandwidth. The te hnique is extended to take into
a ount that in many FPGAs ombinational gate outputs an be lat hed in the same ell. We use an FPGA
te hnology spe i
omponent library to determine
operators' delays. The omponents are parametrized
by operator bitwidth to provide a urate estimates.
However, routing delays annot be estimated a urately. The same omponent library is used to estimate the pipeline's area (or resour e usage) by summing up the area used by all omponents. These estimates are used in the partitioning step des ribed later.
These te hniques will redu e the riti al path of
the data ow graph in Figure 3 by inserting additional
pipeline registers at the inputs of the adder on the
right side.

Hardware/Software Partitioning Partitioning
determines whi h part of a program will be exe uted
in software and hardware. If loops are to be exeuted in hardware, their DGs' area estimations must
not ex eed the given hardware resour es. Of ourse,
partitioning must also onsider the expe ted speedup
a hieved by the opro essor. This estimation problem
has been addressed elsewhere [2, 8℄ and is not the subje t of this paper. Partitioning extensions related to
the optimizing transformations will be overed in the
respe tive se tions.

However, automati partitioning is not always desirable. The user might want to in uen e the result.
Therefore, our prototype ompiler produ es explanations about whether a loop is a hardware andidate
or not. Hen e the user an hange the program a ordingly, for instan e by substituting oating point
with xed point data, or by eliminating dependen es.
For the andidates, area and speed estimations are
given as well. Thus an experien ed user an assess the
han es of improving the generated ir uit manually
and partition the program himself.
The program running on the host is generated by
substituting the hosen loops by runtime library alls
for on guring and exe uting the pipeline as well as
opying data between host and opro essor. They reon gure the FPGAs if a new opro essor is needed.

Library Instantiation and Integration The DGs

are transformed into an FPGA spe i netlist by instantiating all operators with ma ros from the omponent library also used for estimation. These netlists
have to be ombined with ontrol ir uitry whi h provides a ess to the host and lo al memory, and lo ks
the ir uit. They are then further pro essed with o the-shelf vendor tools, resulting in a on guration bitstream. Di erential netlist generation applies only for
partially re on gurable systems, see Se tion 5. In ase
the implemented ir uit does not meet the estimated
area or delay targets, the dotted design ow y le in
Figure 1 ba k-annotates the DGs with a urate values,
and the subsequent steps are repeated. For instan e,
more pipeline stages are inserted to redu e the delay.
Alternatively, an experien ed user an review and optimize the generated ir uits manually.
The ontrol ir uitry an be a Pipeline Control Unit
[2, 8, 9℄ whi h is initialized by the host, but a esses
ve tor data from lo al memory and runs the pipeline
without host intera tion. The length of a pipeline yle is determined by the number of memory a esses
per y le, given by the number of ve tor inputs and
outputs. Alternatively, the pipeline an dire tly ommuni ate with the host or with external data sour es
and sinks. Pipeline ve torization is not restri ted to a
spe i system and interfa e ar hite ture.
4

Loop Transformations

The ore design ow dis ussed so far is limited to
programs with suitable innermost loops. If the loop
body is too small to warrant the hardware overheads
or too large to t in the given hardware, no opro-

essor an be synthesized. This se tion shows how
loop unrolling, loop tiling, loop merging, loop distribution, and loop inter hange | transformation te hniques known from parallelizing software ompilers |
an be adapted to over ome these problems and widen
the appli ability of pipeline ve torization. Sin e the
transformations naturally involve the part of the appli ation remaining in software, they are more systemati and omprehensive than just optimizing the
hardware parts after partitioning and hardware generation. We apply unrolling and tiling wherever possible
sin e they in uen e the resulting performan e signi antly. The other transformations are only used under
spe i
ir umstan es.
The transformations generate new variations of the
andidates and add them to the internal program representation. Then DG generation, pipelining and area
estimation are repeated for the new loops (see path I in
Figure 1). Finally, the best suited among the original
and alternative opro essors are implemented (path
III, Figure 1). Sin e the transformations only manipulate the internal program and high-level DG representations, all interesting alternatives an be generated qui kly. Only the implementation of the sele ted
opro essors involves running slow hardware design
tools, su h as pla e and route tools.

Loop Unrolling In software ompilers, loop unrolling is an important te hnique to in rease basi
blo k sizes, extending the s ope of lo al optimizations.
Unrolling inner loops results in larger loop bodies. For
pipeline ve torization, this means larger opro essors
and therefore more potential parallelism. However,
the size of the opro essors must mat h the available
FPGA resour es.
We gain the most by ompletely unrolling a andidate loop. This is possible if its bounds are onstant.
This situation o urs in many programs, for instan e
in image pro essing appli ations with loops over small,
onstant-size templates [10℄. Spe i examples in lude
the skeletonization program used in Se tion 6, or lters with a onstant number of taps.
The inner loop is ompletely removed so that the
outer loop an be ve torized. Sin e the new loop body
might be too large for the given FPGA resour es, or
the opro essor might be too slow due to too many
ve tor inputs and outputs, unrolling might not lead
to a feasible pipeline opro essor for the outer loop.
Therefore partitioning will de ide if the original or the
unrolled andidate is sele ted.
Let us now onsider partial unrolling. If an inner
loop is only partially unrolled, the next outer loop an-

not be ve torized and remains in software. This means
that unrolling n iterations also in reases the number of
ve tor inputs and outputs and the length of a pipeline
y le n-fold, thus annihilating the speedup gained by
fewer loop iterations.4 Hen e partial loop unrolling
is not useful for pipeline ve torization. However, it
would be useful if the outer loop was ve torized. This
is a hieved by loop tiling.

Loop Tiling Loop tiling is an alternative transfor-

mation for ases where omplete unrolling is not appli able due to variable loop bounds or resulting opro essors be oming too large. In these ases it is very
bene ial to partially unroll a loop, thereby adjusting
the ir uit size to the given hardware resour es, and
ve torize the next outer loop. Loop tiling a hieves this
by ombining loop partitioning and inter hange. We
adjust this te hnique for pipeline ve torization.
Transformation steps (1) and (2) in Figure 4 show
loop tiling in the general form used here. The transformation works on two nested loops where PRE(i)
and POST(i) do not ontain loops themselves. The
inner loop is partitioned in tiles whi h will eventually
be unrolled. The tile size tsize is hosen as the maximum number of \pro essing elements" (instan es of
the loop body F(i,j)) tting in the given hardware
resour es along with the operations in PRE(i) and
POST(i) whi h are exe uted before the rst tile and after the last tile, respe tively. Hen e tsize is estimated
as tsize = (areaHW areaPRE areaPOST )=areaF
where areaHW is the size of the hardware resour es,
areaPRE , areaPOST and areaF are the estimated sizes
of PRE(i), POST(i) and F(i,j), and / denotes integer division. Loop tiling will then result in a opro essor whi h is approximately tsize times larger and tsize
times faster than the opro essor generated from the
original loop.
Transformation step (1) partitions the loop for a
given tsize and renormalizes the bounds and steps.
Rather than unrolling the inner loop, step (2) interhanges the outer loop with the tile loop. This allows
us to ve torize the former outer i-loop and to unroll
the redu ed inner j-loop without onsidering the (now
outermost) tile loop. PRE(i) and POST(i) were rst
\sunk" in the tile loop (by adding guards) sin e interhange is only possible for perfe tly nested loops (with
no statements between the inner and outer loop).
However, loop tiling is not possible if the bounds
of the inner loop depend on the outer loop index or if

4 Note that this is not automati ally the ase for ompletely
unrolled loops sin e the outer loop (with another index variable)
is ve torized.
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for (i=0; i<M; i++) {
PRE(i);
for (j=0; j<n; j++)
F(i,j);
POST(i); }

1
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for (i=0; i<M; i++) {
PRE(i);
for (jt=0; jt<(n-1)/tsize+1; jt++)
for (j=0; j<min(tsize,n-jt*tsize); j++)
F(i,j+jt*tsize);
POST(i); }

1
2
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4
5
6
7
8

for (jt=0; jt<(n-1)/tsize+1; jt++)
for (i=0; i<M; i++) {
if (jt==0) /* first tile */
PRE(i);
for (j=0; j<min(tsize,n-jt*tsize); j++)
F(i,j+jt*tsize);
if (jt==(n-1)/tsize) /* last tile */
POST(i); }

1
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8
9

for (jt=0; jt<(n-1)/tsize+1; jt++) {
for (i=0; i<M; i++) {
if (jt==0) /* first tile */
PRE(i);
for (j=0; j<tsize; j++)
if (jt!=(n-1)/tsize || j<(n-1)%tsize+1)
F(i,j+jt*tsize);
if (jt==(n-1)/tsize) /* last tile */
POST(i); } }

1
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4
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6
7
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for (jt=0; jt<(n-1)/tsize+1; jt++) {
for (i=0; i<M; i++) {
if (jt==0) /* first tile */
PRE(i);
F(i,jt*tsize); /* no guard ne essary */
if (jt!=(n-1)/tsize || 1<(n-1)%tsize+1)
F(i,1+jt*tsize);
...
if (jt!=(n-1)/tsize ||
tsize-1<(n-1)%tsize+1)
F(i,tsize-1+jt*tsize);
if (jt==(n-1)/tsize) /* last tile */
POST(i); } }
guard_1 = 1<(n-1)%tsize+1;
guard_2 = 2<(n-1)%tsize+1;
...
guard_last = tsize-1<(n-1)%tsize+1;
for (jt=0; jt<(n-1)/tsize+1; jt++) {
first_tile = jt==0;
last_tile = jt==(n-1)/tsize;
for (i=0; i<M; i++) {
if (first_tile)
PRE(i);
F(i,jt*tsize); /* no guard ne essary */
if (!last_tile || guard_1)
F(i,1+jt*tsize);
...
if (!last_tile || guard_last)
F(i,tsize-1+jt*tsize);
if (last_tile)
POST(i); } }

Figure 4: Hardware spe i

loop tiling.

data dependen es prevent the loop inter hange. Fortunately this an be he ked before starting the entire
transformation sin e step (2) is legal i the original
loops are fully permutable [11℄. This is the ase if all
dependen es arried by these loops have non-negative
distan es. This ondition an be tested during dependen e analysis. It means that no dependen e on an
earlier iteration of the inner loop is allowed. In terms
of the generated pipelines, no ba kward data ow between \pro essing elements" is allowed, but non-lo al
forward ow is.
The output of step (2) annot dire tly be ve torized. Thus we devise additional hardware spe i
transformations extending software loop-tiling. The
non- onstant upper bound min(tsize; n j t  tsize)
prevents unrolling the inner loop. Sin e tsize is onstant, the upper bound an never be larger, and we
substitute it by tsize. To maintain orre tness, the
loop body F has to be guarded by j < n j t  tsize
for the ase that n j t  tsize is the a tual minimum. This guard an only be wrong for the last tile
j t = (n
1)=tsize, so we an rewrite it to
j t 6= (n
1)=tsize _ j < (n 1)%tsize + 1
where % denotes the modulo operator. Step (3) shows
this transformation.
Now the inner loop an be unrolled in step (4).
Unfortunately the guards have to be repli ated, too.5
Implementing them in hardware would in rease the
pipeline area onsiderably. Fortunately this is not ne essary, sin e their values do not depend on the index
variable i. We an assign ags outside the ve torized loop (in software) and pass them to the hardware. Step (5) in Figure 4 shows this nal transformation. Note that guard 1 to guard last need only
be omputed on e sin e they do not hange in the tile
loop, whereas first tile and last tile need to be
adjusted in the tile loop. The resulting program generates a DG adjusted to the given hardware resour es.
An example will be given in Se tion 6.

Loop Merging Loop merging is another means of
in reasing parallelism in loop bodies. Its s ope is, however, rather limited sin e loops (or loop nests) must
traverse exa tly the same index spa e to allow merging. Moreover, all dependen es of the original loops
must be preserved in the merged loop. A simple example is given in Figure 5. Merging is legal if F and G
only depend on p1[v℄[h℄ and p2[v℄[h℄ respe tively.
However, a more realisti program where F and G are
5 Only for j = 0, the ondition is always true be ause every
tile performs at least one inner loop iteration. Hen e it an be
omitted.

for instan e linear image pro essing operators depending on a 3  3 neighborhood6 has dependen es whi h
prevent dire t merging. This is be ause new p2 values
have to be omputed for the entire neighborhood before a new p3 value an be omputed. Fortunately this
dependen e does not mean the loops annot overlap;
they an if the se ond operator only starts when the
rst has nished omputing the rst row. We develop
a new transformation whi h merges loops systematially even if there are lo al dependen es like these.
for (v=1; v<vlen-2; v++)
for (h=1; h<hlen-2; h++)
p2[v℄[h℄ = F(p1); /*A*/
for (v=1; v<vlen-2; v++)
for (h=1; h<hlen-2; h++)
p3[v℄[h℄ = G(p2); /*B*/

)

for (v=1; v<vlen-2; v++)
for (h=1; h<hlen-2; h++)
{
p2[v℄[h℄ = F(p1); /*A*/
p3[v℄[h℄ = G(p2); /*B*/
}

Figure 5: Loop merging.
Our strategy is to delay the se ond loop body B
(with respe t to the outermost loop) by d iterations
where d is large enough to preserve all dependen es. d
is determined by dire tly merging the loops and he king for anti-dependen es arried by the outermost loop
from a statement in B to a statement in A. They indi ate a dependen e in the original loops from iteration i in A to iteration j in B with j < i. This
dependen e has been violated by merging. We determine d as the largest o urring anti-dependen e distan e. For instan e, in Figure 5, a right-hand-side
a ess to p2[v-1℄[h℄ in B and a left-hand-side a ess
to p2[v℄[h℄ in A establish an anti-dependen e with
distan e 1. If no anti-dependen es exist, d = 0 and
dire t merging is possible. However, if irregular antidependen es exist (no distan e an be determined),
merging is not possible.
Let us onsider the ase d > 0. We an delay loop
body B by subtra ting d from all o urren es of the
outer loop index in B. Additionally, the upper bound
of the outer loop has to be in reased by d to exeute the delayed iterations on B. A and B have to
be guarded so that the rst d iterations are only exe uted by A and the last d iterations only by B. Figure 6 shows the result for the operators depending
on a 3  3 neighborhood. In this ase d = 1; Figure 7 (a) shows the orresponding DG. We see that
the merged pipeline requires ve ve tor inputs and
two outputs. This might slowdown the pipeline onsiderably and make merging not worthwhile. It must
be he ked by the nal opro essor sele tion in the
hardware/software partitioning phase. On the other
6 That is, p2[v℄[h℄ = F(p1[v-1℄[h-1℄, p1[v-1℄[h℄, ...,
p1[v+1℄[h℄, p1[v+1℄[h+1℄); and analogous for G.

hand, we an eÆ iently implement these ve tor inputs
and outputs on ar hite tures with several on urrently
a essible memory banks by allo ating p1, p2 and p3
to di erent banks. We dis uss a detailed ase study
on this in Se tion 6.
for (v=1; v < vlen-2+d; v++)
for (h=1; h < hlen-2; h++) {
if (v < vlen-2)
/* A */
p2[v℄[h℄ = F(p1[v-1℄, p1[v℄, p1[v+1℄);
if (v >= 1+d)
/* B */
p3[v-d℄[h℄ = G(p2[v-1-d℄, p2[v-d℄, p2[v+1-d℄); }

Figure 6: Generalized loop merging result.
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Figure 7: Data ow graphs for merged loop.
By slightly hanging this transformation, it beomes suitable for multi-FPGA systems. Figure 7 (b)
shows the resulting DG if we \overdelay" B by one
(d = 2 in this example). In this ase, the pipelines
of the original loop bodies be ome ompletely independent and ommuni ate only via memory. Hen e
they an easily be allo ated to separate FPGAs whi h
share a ess to a memory bank for array p2. In this
ase we do not really merge the loops but determine
how two (or more) pipelines an overlap forming a
omposite pipeline. For n pipelines, a speedup fa tor
up to n an be a hieved ompared to sequential exe ution. This would not be possible without the analysis
information. The minimal or overdelayed d-value is
hosen depending on the given ar hite ture.

Other Loop Transformations Loop distribution

is the opposite of loop merging. It results in smaller
pipelines and thus an be applied if a loop body is
too large to t on the given hardware. A loop annot be distributed if dependen es of the original loop
are violated. As in loop tiling | whi h is a form
of loop distribution | pipeline feedba k paths must
not be ut. Loop inter hange swaps perfe tly nested
loops. As dis ussed for loop tiling, it is legal if the
inter hanged loops are fully permutable. This trans-

formation does not hange the size of the generated
hardware, but an in rease the length of the ve torized loop, thereby redu ing the overhead for setting
up, lling and ushing the pipeline. Furthermore, it
an in rease the lo ality of data a esses by hanging
the index variable relevant for ve torization. This is
ne essary for some memory a ess models. Finally,
strip mining (the rst step of loop tiling) an redu e
lo al memory requirements if ombined with array region analysis and applied to the ve torized loop.
We do not attempt to transform entire loop nests
as in [11℄ sin e it is diÆ ult to de ne a strategy for
su h a global transformation in the ontext of pipeline
ve torization. This is an area of future resear h. In
addition, our ompiler provides feedba k to the user to
allow manual improvements of the program. Changing an entire loop nest would make the ompiler less
understandable and predi table, and would therefore
limit the ability of the user to improve the program.

Partitioning Extensions Automati hardware/
software partitioning is extended by a re ursive algorithm whi h sele ts the transformed loop whi h results
in the largest feasible opro essor. Alternatively, the
user sele ts the applied transformations. He an also
sele t parameters as the tile size. This is espe ially
useful if the area targets are not met and the dotted
design ow y le in Figure 1 is a tivated.
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Run-time Cir uit Spe ialization

Constant propagation has long been used in software and hardware ompilers to optimize programs or
ir uit designs. The advent of re on gurable hardware has opened the opportunity to propagate values whi h are not onstant, thereby redu ing a design's delay and area [12℄. Whenever a value hanges,
the ir uit is re on gured. Rather than hanging the
input of exible operators, a design whi h exploits
run-time re on guration (RTR) uses smaller operators obtained by onstant propagation. Hen e more
of a program's operators an be implemented on a
given hardware area. Be ause of the re on guration
overhead, only values hanging infrequently should be
onsidered. We therefore only onsider those variables
for value propagation whi h do not hange inside the
loops to be ve torized. The hardware/software partitioning must evaluate the trade-o between design
improvement and re on guration overhead.
We distinguish two ases of RTR. First, the number
of propagated values is limited and the values them-

selves are known at ompile time. Se ond, there is
an arbitrary number of values unknown at ompile
time. We present methods for exploiting these ases
for pipeline ve torization next.

Limited Value Propagation If the number of possible values is limited, the hardware andidate an be
reprodu ed for all values. Consider the transformation of the example in Figure 8. The program is a
string pattern mat her where PM(x, i, pat) omputes
a boolean value indi ating if the input string x ontains the pattern pat at position i. The original version uses the variable input pat in the FOR-loop. By
standard de nition-use analysis, the onditional assignment to pat an be propagated to its use in the
FOR-loop (step (1) in Figure 8). The next step (2)
moves the evaluation of sel out of the FOR-loop. The
loop is dupli ated, but ea h instan e now has a onstant input to PM whi h results in smaller and faster
hardware. This transformation an easily be extended
for more than two values or more than one variable
being onsidered. It performs onstant propagation
in software and e e tively produ es several independent loops. Standard hardware generation is appli able, and the design ow path I in Figure 1 is used.
As with the other loop transformations the original
program ode is retained, sin e only the partitioning
phase de ides if the propagated version will be used.

)
(1)

)
(2)

1
2
3
4

pat = (sel) ? "new" : "not";
...
for (i=0; i<N-2; i++)
y[i℄ = PM(x, i, pat);

1
2

for (i=0; i<N-2; i++)
y[i℄ = PM(x, i, ((sel) ? "new" : "not"));

1
2
3
4
5
6

if (sel)
for (i=0; i<N-2; i++)
y[i℄ = PM(x,i,"new");
else
for (i=0; i<N-2; i++)
y[i℄ = PM(x,i,"not");

Figure 8: Limited value propagation.
We an also generate independent loops for tiled
loops if the tiling is ne essary due to limited hardware
resour es, while the inner loop length (and therefore
the number of tiles) stays onstant. Unrolling the tile
loop (whi h is the outermost loop onsidered) generates an independent ve torizable loop for every tile
with onstant values for jt and for all guards ( f.
Figure 4). Note however that the tiling transformation should be repeated if RTR is onsidered sin e
value propagation redu es the area of a \pro essing

element". Hen e more elements t on the available
hardware, and the tile size an be in reased.
This ase of RTR is suitable for hip-level and partially re on gurable systems. However, the trade-o s
will be di erent. If partial re on guration is not supported, the re on guration time will be large, regardless of how small the di eren e between two on gurations is. So hip-level RTR will not be useful for
examples like the pattern mat her in Figure 8 where
only three omparators an be simpli ed. The gain
will be negligible ompared with the re on guration
overhead.
On the other hand, for partially re on gurable devi es the re on guration time is proportional to the
amount of logi altered. We use tools like Con gDi
[13℄ to determine the fastest partial on guration to
swit h between two similar designs. Hen e small
hanges an be performed very qui kly.

Arbitrary Value Propagation The se ond ase

of run-time re on guration o urs if a variable an assume any value at run-time. Then we annot prepare
separate on gurations for ea h of them at ompile
time. Sin e it is prohibitive to run the entire design
tool suite for new values at run-time, this ase annot
be handled with FPGAs whi h an only be on gured
ompletely. It is only suitable for partially re on gurable FPGAs whi h allow to adapt an operator to any
onstant input values within a few y les at run-time.
Therefore a ir uit \skeleton" is synthesized whi h reserves area for the largest possible onstant input operator. At run-time all these operators are adapted
to the given values. Doing this also requires a spe ial
omponent library whi h provides the operator \skeletons" along with information on how to generate the
on guration instru tions for a given input value and
a given position of the operator on the hip.
Generating su h a ir uit \skeleton" adds an alternative implementation for a given hardware andidate, but the andidate loop itself remains un hanged.
Sin e the onstant input operators have smaller delays
than their exible ounterparts, their pipelined versions might ontain less registers. Therefore pipelining and area estimation | but not DG generation |
is repeated for these new implementations (path II
in Figure 1). As for limited value propagation, the
tile size for partially unrolled loops is in reased. Thus
tiling should be repeated.
This is the most exible approa h to RTR. Unfortunately, generating su h designs has not yet been ompletely automatized. However, we present a manually
implemented ase study in Se tion 6.

RTR Partitioning and Integration In RTR sys-

tems, the original or the spe ialized ir uit must be
sele ted automati ally (unless only the spe ialized iruit ts on the given hardware). There is a trade-o
between the re on guration time and the amount of
omputation performed in one on guration. The reon guration time depends on the FPGA te hnology
(partial or omplete re on guration) and on the re onguration frequen y. The latter depends on the overall
ontrol ow of the program. Its analysis involves estimating loop and bran h exe ution ounts and must
be addressed in the ontext of the overall speedup estimation, f. [2, 8℄. Alternatively, an implementation
an be sele ted manually.
For partially re on gurable systems, di erential
netlists an be generated. This additional step repla es omplete on gurations by di erential on gurations whi h just hange the di eren es between two
onse utive on gurations. Thereby even the on guration times of unrelated opro essors are redu ed,
espe ially if they share the same ontrol ir uitry.
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Implementation and Case Studies

We have implemented a simple version of the ore
design ow in the Modula Pipeline Compiler prototype
[8℄. Here we present ase studies whi h demonstrate
the new te hniques presented in this paper. The results have been produ ed with the assistan e of a prototype ompiler based on the SUIF framework [14℄,
whi h provides C and Fortran frontends, and powerful loop analysis and transformation libraries.

String Pattern Mat her This ase study evaluates the bene ts of loop tiling and run-time ir uit speialization. We implement a string pattern mat her
on a PC-based Xilinx 6200DS board using a XC6216
FPGA. This program, shown in Figure 9, is the same
as that in Figure 8, but with arbitrary pattern lengths
and values. Therefore the inner loop annot be unrolled. However, the inner loop an be ve torized and
the tiling transformation an be applied. The resulting pipeline ir uit is a linear datapath of omparators and registers. Both ompile-time re on gurable
(CTR) and run-time re on gurable (RTR) versions
are possible. The CTR version ontains generi omparators and the XC6200's prote ted registers so that
pattern bytes an be loaded dire tly from the host,
whereas the spe ialized RTR version ontains onstant
omparators. The pipelines have been pla ed automati ally. The XC6216 is large enough to implement

for (i=0; i<N-P+1; i++) {
y[i℄ = 1;
for (j = 0; j<P; j++)
if (pat[j℄ != x[i+j℄)
y[i℄ = 0; }

90

inner loop vectorization
80

software

Figure 9: String pattern mat her program.
the Pipeline Control Unit (about 25% of the hip area)
and 54 CTR pro essing elements or 90 smaller, speialized RTR pro essing elements.

execution time [ms]

70
60

CTR/tiled
50
40

RTR/tiled
30
20
10
data transfer
configuration

0

Performan e
Speedup

Software
24.8
|

Inner loop
ve torizat.
12.5
0.5

Tiled ve t.
CTR RTR
671 1,032
27
42

Table 1: Analysis of string pattern mat her: raw performan e in 106 omparisons/s and speedup over software.

Table 1 shows the raw performan e of the implementations, in luding speedups over software on a 300
MHz Pentium II PC. All values are a tual measurements, ex ept those related to inner loop ve torization
whi h are estimated. The values for the tiled implementations in lude the times for hanging a tile, amortized over 100,000 pipeline y les. The pipeline y le
is 80 ns for all ir uits.7
However, the hardware performan e data do not
in lude the overheads for initialising the FPGA onguration and data transfer sin e their signi an e
depends on the overall number of tiles. The CTR
and RTR performan e numbers only on ern the ase
when all pro essing elements are used. Figure 10
shows the overall exe ution times in luding on guration and data transfer times, whi h are indi ated by
two additional lines in the graph. Sin e the exe ution
time of a tiled implementation only depends on the
number of tiles, their graphs are step fun tions.
We on lude that loop tiling is a transformation
whi h enables a onsiderable speedup for string pattern mat hing in the rst pla e, and run-time re on guration further improves the performan e by approximately 50% for large patterns.

Morphologi al Skeletonization We now analyze
the morphologi al skeletonization algorithm from [10℄.
This example evaluates loop unrolling and generalized loop merging. Figure 11 shows the algorithm's
7 The Pipeline Control Unit an a ess one lo al memory
word in 40 ns. Therefore a pipeline y le with two a esses
takes 80 ns on our system.
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Figure 10: Exe ution times for string pattern mat her
for N = 100,000.
stru ture. IMAGE is initialized with the input image,
and SKELETON with an empty image. Then the operators erosion, dilation and di eren e/union are repeatedly performed on the data until IMAGE is ompletely
eroded. The dotted arrows indi ate whi h operators'
outputs are used for the next repetition.
SKELETON

Union
Difference

IMAGE

Erosion

Dilation

Figure 11: Morphologi al skeletonization.
The erosion operator onsists of two nested inner
loops whi h iterate over a onstant 5  5 template.
Pipelining the innermost loops would not be bene ial sin e it only ontains one operator omputing the
minimum of two inputs. However, after ompletely
unrolling both inner loops, a pipeline ontaining 20
minimum operators an be generated. It an ompute
one output pixel every pipeline y le.
The upper part of Table 2 gives raw performan e,
pipeline frequen y and exe ution time data (for a
512  512 pixel image), as well as the total time for the
independent exe ution of all skeletonization operators,
based on 50 ns memory a esses. Dilation is similar to
erosion, but the ombined di eren e and union operator loop is not very eÆ ient, sin e it ontains only two
operations and no inner loops to unroll. Note that the
frequen y is higher for ar hite tures with two memory
banks, sin e on urrent read and write a esses are
possible.
The performan e an be improved by merging all
operators to produ e one large pipeline. The last line

Erosion
Dilation
Di ./Union
Total
Merged

1 memory bank
F
P
T
3.3 66.7
79
3.3 66.7
79
5.0 10.0
52
210
1.7 70.0 157

2 memory banks
F
P
T
4.0
80.0
66
4.0
80.0
66
10.0
20.0
26
158
3.3 140.0
79

Table 2: Analysis of skeletonization operators: pipeline
frequen y F in MHz, raw performan e P in 106 operations/s, exe ution time T for a 512  512 image in ms.
in Table 2 shows that the advantage of loop merging
is limited for one memory bank, sin e too many memory a esses have to be performed sequentially in one
y le. For two banks, however, merging is e e tive. It
halves the exe ution time.
We have implemented in the Handel-C language the
merged pipeline on an ESL RC1000-PP board [15℄.
The design, running at 20 MHz, ompletes one skeletonization iteration for a 512  512 pixel image in 97
ms. Even in luding data transfer (8 ms for the image
data using pa ked DMA, amortized over 15 to 30 iterations), the hardware was measured to be 11 times
faster than software (1,045 ms on the 300 MHz PC).8
To summarize, loop unrolling is an enabling transformation for the erosion and dilation loops, whereas
generalized loop merging further improves the entire
skeletonization program.
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Con lusion

This paper presents a framework based on pipeline
ve torization for produ ing optimized pipelined iruits from high-level programs. The framework inludes new optimizing transformations whi h ustomize hardware opro essors to meet spe i FPGA
resour e onstraints and exploit run-time re on guration. The ase studies show that some transformations result in hardware a eleration whi h annot be
a hieved easily by hand. Others improve the performan e of opro essors signi antly. Our framework
an sele t, generate and integrate opro essors automati ally while retaining the exibility to allow users
to in uen e the synthesis pro ess. Future work will
ombine our ne-grain ve torization with oarse-grain,
8 The RC1000-PP's Xilinx XC4085XL FPGA also has to be
on gured on e during program exe ution. Though we utilize
only 30%, the hip must be re on gured ompletely. This takes
780 ms on our board (despite only 240 ms pure on guration
time). We expe t mu h faster on guration for the Virtex hip.

task-level parallelism for large multi-FPGA systems.
Strategies to transform entire loop nests will also be
studied. We are interested in supporting various input
languages, parti ularly parallel ones, in order to optimize existing parallel programs. Further extensions
will allow users to in lude manually designed hardware blo ks and to synthesize digit-serial designs.
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